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Abstract
Roles have been widely used for modeling the authority, responsibility, functions and
interactions associated with manager positions within organizations. In this paper we discuss
the issues related to specifying roles for both human and automated managers of distributed
computer systems. The starting point is that a role can be defined in terms of the
authorization and obligation policies, for a particular manager position, which specify what
actions the manager is permitted or is obliged to do on a set of target objects. This permits
individuals to be assigned or removed from positions without respecifying the policies for the
role. However these policies are insufficient for fully specifying relationships between
managers and the targets they manage or between different manager roles. There is a need to
specify the interaction protocols and how managers coordinate and synchronize their
activities.
The role based framework consists of a set of tools enabling the creation of roles from
policies, the specification of the concurrency constraints for role activities and the
specification of protocols for role interaction. In addition, the issues related to conflicts which
can occur between policies within a role or between interacting roles are briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction
Role Theory, which is widely used for enterprise modeling, postulates that individuals
occupy positions in an organization [1, 2]. Associated with each position is a set of activities
including required interactions that constitute the responsibilities of that position. A role thus
identifies the authority, obligations, functions and interactions, associated with a position
such as vice president, board director, security administrator or operator responsible for
reactor number three.
Networks and distributed systems can be very large and complex requiring the partitioning of
management responsibility according to management functions such as security
configuration, fault or performance management, but the partitioning may also reflect
organizational, geographical or even network layer boundaries. There are thus likely to be
many different roles associated with the management of such systems. Role theory provides
us with very useful concepts for a management framework and has been applied to other
areas of Information Technology such as organizational analysis and office automation.
The development of new IT techniques has introduced the ideas of assisting human managers
in their tasks. The efforts have been oriented in two directions: assisting the manager at the
information level and providing support for office automation. Three approaches can be
distinguished: Computer Supported Cooperative Working (CSCW) attempts to provide tools
for office assistance [3-6], the object-oriented approach models the knowledge and
characteristics of different roles [7-9] and the process oriented approach is directed towards
office automation [10-12].
In large systems it is essential to distribute management tasks where required and if this
distribution follows the organizational structure the management system can be integrated
within the current functioning of the organizations. Clear specifications of the management
policies, representation of the organizational structure and partial automation of the
management tasks are needed in order to realize and integrate a management framework. Our
initial motivation for implementing roles in the management system was to simplify the
specification of policies so that they do not have to be changed when managers are assigned
to new positions. The idea of “intelligent” automated agents which can be assigned to a
particular role has been used in Distributed Artificial Intelligence and is being applied in
areas such as information location for the world-wide web. The people assigned to roles do
not work in isolation but interact and cooperate with other roles. Building on concepts from
role theory and organizational analysis, we intend to provide a framework where both human
and automated agents coexist and which provides support for the communication and
coordination between these agents. The overall motivation for implementing roles in a
computer system, which supports people is thus to simplify the specification of the system
and to provide a framework which can model the organizational structure. Although we are
aiming this at the Network and Distributed Systems Management, we consider that our
framework and tool support will be useful for office automation and role based access control
as well [13].
The starting point for this work has been to define a manager role as the set of authorization
and obligation policies for which a particular manager position is the subject [14] so in
section 2 we explain the concepts and notation used for specifying management policies for
the actions of both human and automated agents. Section 2 also describes domains as a
means of grouping objects to which a policy applies. In section 3 we elaborate on the
concept of a role as a set of policies and indicate why this is insufficient for a role framework.
In section 4 we discuss how role interaction can be specified and in section 5 we indicate how
concurrency issues such as parallelism and synchronization can be specified. In section 6 we
present issues relating to conflicts of policies within and between roles. This is followed by
an example of how the framework could be used to specify roles.
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2.

Domains and Policies

Large distributed systems may contain millions of objects so it is impractical to specify
policies for individual objects. Objects are grouped in domains for specifying a common
management policy or to structure and partition management responsibility. A domain is a
collection of objects (actually references to object interfaces) which have been explicitly
grouped together for the purposes of management (c.f. file system directories or folders). If a
domain holds a reference to an object, the object is said to be a direct member of that
domain. A domain is an object, so may also be a member of another domain and is said to be
a subdomain. Its members are indirect members of the parent domain. A domain service
is provided for the manipulation of the membership information. Further, domain scope
expressions can be specified determining the set of objects to which a policy applies. For
example D1-D2-O3 represents the objects that are members of D1 with members of D2 and
object O 3 excluded. Our concept of a domain is very similar to that of a directory in a typical
hierarchical file system. The policy which applies to a domain will, by default, propagate to
subdomains and to the objects within them, although this propagation can optionally be
disabled. A User Representation Domain (URD) is a persistent representation of the
human within the computing system. When a person logs in, an adapter object (cf. login
shell) is created within the URD to act as the interface process between the person and the
computer system. Other agents representing the human could also be created in the URD.
Details on the domain structure and the relevant services can be found in [14, 15].
Policies establish a relationship between manager and managed object domains. Domains can
however exist independently of policies, they are a method of grouping objects in a large
system for management purposes. A policy expresses either an authorization – what
activities the managers are permitted or forbidden to perform or an obligation – what
activities the managers must or must not perform on the managed objects. The mode of the
policy distinguishes between positive authorization (permitted: A+), negative authorization
(forbidden: A-), positive obligation (must: O+) and negative obligation (must not: O-). The
general format of the policies is given below with optional arguments within brackets:
policy_id mode [ trigger ] subject { action } target [ when constraint ] ;

The subject represents the set of managers assigned to carry out the actions on the set of
target objects. Both sets are specified using domain scope expressions. Obligation policies
can be triggered by time or by composite events detected within the monitoring system [16].
Constraints limit the applicability of the policy e.g. between the hours of 09.00 and 17.00.
The policy format and use is described in [17]. Examples of policies are:
payment_1 O+ at [31/Dec/_] accountant
{ pay(percentage_of_profits, credit_transfer, pounds_sterling)
} subcontractor ;

/* On 31 of December of every year the accountant is obliged to pay
a percentage of the profits in pounds by credit transfer to the
subcontractor. */
purchase_1 A- u:users { purchase() } services
when u.type == anonymous ;

/* Anonymous users are forbidden to purchase services. */

Policies can specify actions at different levels of abstraction. A refinement hierarchy can
therefore be built from the more abstract policies, which can only be interpreted by humans,
to the enactable leaf level policies or rules which can be interpreted by automated
components. Tools for policy editing and services have been implemented and are described
in [17].
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3.

Concepts for Role Based Management

In this section we elaborate on how the concepts of domains and policies can be applied to
modeling roles. In [1] a Role is defined as “a collection of rights and duties” and a Position
describes a status within the organization. The role specifies management actions (i.e.
policies) which represent the behavior or dynamic aspects of the position which is essentially
a static concept. We loosen this definition to consider a role to be composed of a Manager
Position Domain and a dynamic part consisting of a set of authorization and obligation
policies which have the position domain as a subject. Assigning a manager to a position
merely implies including the manager’s URD into the position domain. Role policies will
propagate to the URD and apply to the adapter object or other agents in the URD (see Fig. 1).
Multiple URDs may be included in a position domain to represent sharing of a position by a
number of managers and a URD can be included in several position domains if the manager
performs multiple roles [14]. The advantage of using a position domain as the subject of the
policies is that individuals (or automated agents) can be assigned to or withdrawn from a role
without having to respecify policies. In addition a position can temporarily exist without
appointed managers to represent a vacant role. Note that the role policies can specify
activities relating to target managed objects or other manager positions indicating a
relationship such as supervision.
Target
Managed Objects

Subject
Manager Position Domain

Human Manager
Assigned to Role

User Representation
Domain
Manager
adapter
object

Role obligation
and authorisation
policies

Role

URD

Target
Managers

Figure 1

Position Domains and Roles

A manager must be able to delegate his duties and/or his access rights to another provided he
is authorized to do so. The need for delegation occurs in various situations such as
subcontracting between organizations, when a manager is on leave and someone else takes
on his roles or a manager assigns a role to another manager. A very simple form of
delegation of a role from Manager A to Manager B can be achieved by replacing A’s URD
in the position domain by B’s URD.
In general polices propagate to subdomains of a parent domain which is a subject or target of
a policy. Propagated policies may apply to a position domain but are not a component of the
role associated with that position. For example the College policy for the use of computers
propagates to all the research students but is not a specific part of the obligations and
authorizations of their research role. A manager having his URD included in other
organizational domains (research groups, experts on a particular subject) will be subject to
other policies than those specified within the role(s) he is assigned to.
It would be very useful to be able to define a role template which can then be parameterized
with specific target domains. It would thus be possible to define the role policy set as a class
from which particular instances can be created. For example a role class could be defined for
a region manager and this could be used to create North, South, East and West region
manager roles. Each of the four roles instances has its own manager position and specific
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target domains, but specifies the same policy activities and constraints for each role. An
advantage of an object-oriented approach to specifying roles and policies classes is that
inheritance can be used to define new role classes in terms of the existing ones [18]. Policy
classes (used for defining role classes) are templates with variable subject or target domains.
For example many companies have standard templates for their contractual agreements with
subcontractors. The template specifies standard terms and conditions for obligations of the
company and contractor without knowing which of the company agents will implement them
and to which subcontractors they apply.
It is possible to identify many different relationships between manager positions within an
organization. There is typically a hierarchical relationship which reflects organizational
structure e.g. President, Vice-president, regional managers, site managers within a company.
These hierarchical relationships include issues of delegation of responsibility from a superior
to a junior manager, supervision of activities of a junior and a junior manager reporting
events or status to a more senior manager. A second form of relation occurs as part of the
tasks performed by managers [19]. For example the design and production managers have to
negotiate a start date for production of the new components and the designs have to be
completed before production can start. These task relationships include resource sharing,
information access and coordination. Some roles provide a service to others and so clientserver and contractual relationships have to be considered. The role framework has to be
very flexible to accommodate peer-to-peer as well as hierarchical relationships and to permit
multi-party interactions. A committee with chairman, secretary and cooperating members is
a good example of mixing all the above types of role relationships.
Relationships cannot be fully specified by policies as there is a need to define interaction
protocols in terms of message content and permitted message sequences e.g. for contract
negotiation (see section 4). Multiple managers may be assigned to a role and concurrently
perform the role policy activities so there is a need to synchronize completion or ordering of
activities within a role. Policies can use events disseminated by the monitoring system to
synchronize their activities, but this is a low-level and difficult means of specifying
coordination and synchronization between roles so there is a need for a higher level notation
for the specification of concurrency constraints (see section 5). For other studies relating to
inter role relationships and possibilities for their graphical representation see [20-23].
As represented in Fig. 2 our framework identifies for a role position: (i) the authorization and
obligation policies related to target objects which may be other managers or shared resources,
(ii) the relationships between roles which reflect the organizational structure, and (iii) both
intra- and inter-role concurrency constraints.
For Each Related Role
Oligation &
Authorisation
Policies

Concurrency
Constraints
Specification
Interaction
Protocol
Specification

For Target Managed Objects

Manager
Position
Domain

Oligation &
Authorisation
Policies

Intra-role
Concurrency
Constraints
Specification

Figure 2 Components of an Extended Role
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4.

Role Interaction

Managers performing different roles have to interact in order to achieve their tasks, coordinate their actions, share information and agree on their commitments. This section
attempts to elaborate on the issues of interaction protocols between roles and proposes a
framework suitable for both human and automated managers. The interaction protocol is
related to the role activity and is a part of the specification of a relationship. When using the
term role interaction we refer to interactions between manager objects within role position
domains.

4.1.

Related work

Communication protocols in computer networks and telecommunication disciplines have
often been specified using finite state machines or Petri-Nets. This approach is largely
unsatisfactory when dealing with complex interactions among human agents – the main
limitations of these notations being:
• All the possible ‘states’ of the agents in the interaction have to be foreseen.
• Two party interactions can be specified but the notation introduces undesirable
complexity for multi-party interactions.
• The messages exchanged have no semantic value – they are transitions from one state
to another.
A different approach, by computer scientists from an organizational and artificial intelligence
background, attributes a meaning i.e. a semantic value to the type of exchanged messages and
derives knowledge on the behavior of the manager from the message. This meaning is termed
an “illocutionary” value. For example a statement such as “The URL of our document
archive is ftp://dse.doc.ic.ac.uk/dse-papers” has an assertive value on the state of the
system while a statement such as “I will perform the backup of the system by 9.00 pm” has a
commisive value on the activities of the manager. The first system introducing such ideas
was The Coordinator [24, 25]. Winograd identifies the concept of Conversation for Action
(CfA) based on the Speech Act theory [26]. Higher level protocol specifications follow this
line, among them logics such as Modal Action Logic [27], Conversational Clichés [28] and
Information System design [29]. This work is largely inspired by the desire to support cooperation between agents representing human managers.
De Greef’s notation [11] inherits features of a logic programming language, provides sets and
introduces the notion of agents. The notation is powerful enough to express multi-agent
algorithms such as the Contract Net [30]. Support for multi-agent interaction is provided by
the use of sets of receiver agents and by the ability to collect messages from multiple senders.
The interaction specification is the description of a network style graphical specification also
used in Winograd’s work. This notation has been implemented in April [31].
An approach based on Petri-Nets has been taken by Singh in [32], where interactions refer to
a bi-directional synchronous mechanism for the coordination of agents. Multi-party
interactions can be specified constraining all the interacting agents to synchronize. A graphic
representation can be used for interaction specification with the horizontal dimension
representing the different interacting roles and the vertical dimension representing time.
Singh’s specifications have a direct translation into Petri-Nets.

4.2.

Issues for Role Interaction

The issues relating to a role interaction protocol are identified and discussed in the
following.
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Human vs. Automated interactive entities
A communication protocol between automated agents has to be deterministic. Although
heuristic approaches can be developed which include choices to represent non-determinism in
the protocol, the behavior of the automated agent then becomes unpredictable. Interactions
occurring between human managers are always partly non-deterministic due to human
choice. For example, a human manager might respond to a counter proposal by a request for
further details even if this was not specified in the initial protocol. Most of the work in the
area constrains the human managers to the pre-defined protocol and concentrates on
capturing the illocutionary value of the messages exchanged. The protocol we are aiming at
should provide a flexible framework for communication between the human agents as well as
a deterministic approach for communication between automated managers. Determinism for
automated managers can be ensured by restricting the use of the choice operators.
Two-party vs. multi-party interaction
The problem of multi-party interactions is an underlying concern when modeling interactions
among agents. Although techniques such as the Contract Net have been available for a long
time, most of the recent work does not deal with multi-party interactions. We believe that
multi-party interactions are essential e.g. for specifying joint decisions or task allocation for
roles. De Greef’s notation [11], and the April [31] language identify the need for sets in the
interaction specification language to express the multiple senders or receivers in an
interaction and for collecting the multiple messages received by one manager.
The illocutionary value of the messages exchanged
In order to automatically derive a meaning from the messages exchanged they must be typed
(request, reply, proposal, statement, etc.) and a finite Universe of Discourse (UoD) [29] must
define the set of all the types of messages used within the interaction. An illocutionary value
can then be given to each type of message and rules can be built for deriving knowledge of
the state of the system and the activities of the managers. We do not discuss illocutionary
value in this paper but make provision for it and recognize its benefits for assisting the
managers in their tasks.
The content of the exchanged messages
In the early studies of the interaction protocols the value of the message is the value of the
illocutionary act it represents. These are entirely predefined in the protocol and a message has
the same value regardless of the stage the interaction protocol has reached. Schmidt and
Simone describe the case of a “bug form” which is filled in by the various managers in the
process of the development of a software product [33]. The success of this protocol relies
partially on the fact that the constraints placed upon the different managers and the past
interactions between them are explicitly represented within the exchanged message – the bug
form. In particular, when the designer receives the bug form he has knowledge of the
different other stages – tests, specification scheme, etc. This highlights one of the main
limitations of the actual protocol specification. In both The Coordinator and the de Greef
specification language, a received message triggers the same action regardless of the previous
“history” of the exchanged messages1. Specifications like “release patch only after receiving
two testing reports“ are desirable and should be accommodated.

1 In April [31] (an implementation of the de Greef specification language) variables can be maintained locally in
order to remember the previously exchanged messages. This approach is not satisfactory since it implies
keeping logs of the messages exchanged with each manager.
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Interaction as a means of specifying synchronization
This approach is largely adopted in [32] where all the different parts involved in multi-party
interactions have to synchronize. Although interactions can specify part of the
synchronization between managers, the synchronization is distributed in the role or manager
specifications among the different interaction protocols and is difficult to determine or
analyze. In particular, synchronization specification, based on interaction, cannot include
events relating to the completion of a task. For example, using messages, it is difficult to
specify that a manager has to report to the sales director when a customer contract is signed
and must then arrange delivery of materials to the relevant subcontractors and arrange for the
manufactured components to be delivered and assembled before delivery to the customer.
This requires interactions based on common events or messages in the manager, sales
manager, customer and subcontractors. A high level notation which includes events for
beginning/end of activities is desired. Concurrency specification is detailed in section 5.

4.3.

The Proposed Interaction Specification Notation

The specification notation is separated into a global specification of the sequence of messages
and a local production rule-based specification for each manager, in order to achieve the
flexibility for an interaction system that includes human managers. The global specification
includes the description of the interacting parts and of a pre-defined sequence of messages. It
will be graphical, but can be automatically transformed into a set of production rules which
can then be changed, if necessary, within a manager.
4.3.1. Configuring a sequence of messages
The global specification is aimed at giving a high level means of specifying the minimal
sequence of messages exchanged in an interaction between the related parties. It therefore
contains the message types exchanged by the managers and offers a global view of the
interaction. Configuring a sequence of messages to define permitted message ordering can be
achieved with the network style specification used by both de Greef and Winograd. This also
has the advantage of representing the interaction as a finite state machine with each state
representing a manager at some point in the interaction [11, 25]. It is therefore possible to
translate this global specification into sets of production rules by representing the various
regular expressions recognizing each state of the finite state machine. The regular expressions
match a sequence representing the history of the exchanged messages (present in the
incoming message) and trigger production rules. The production rules are distributed to each
manager and constitute the local specification of the protocol. This representation by regular
expressions is possible because the messages are typed and the Universe of Discourse is
finite. The following example shows the sequence of messages for the haggling over a price
between a buyer and a seller (from [11]).
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This specification is minimal but represents the messages that are essential for the interaction
to proceed and the initial/final states of the protocol.
4.3.2. A local specification for the messages exchanged and the production rules.
The content of a message
The exchanged message should contain the sequence of the types of the previous exchanges
in the interaction (we assume here trusted interactions). This is like the bug form which
carries the signature of the different agents finding, analyzing or correcting the bug. Including
the type (but not the content) of the previous exchanges in the message allows the receiving
manager to have knowledge about the previous steps of the interaction. The message should
also contain the source manager and the destination managers. A special feature that will
enable changes in the protocol is to allow the sender of the message to specify additional
types of desired answers. Figure 4 shows a typical “message form” representation.
From:

To:

A1

A2

Log :
Counter.Prop
Content:

Answer: request

Figure 4

A message form

In textual form a message is represented by:
message: ‘TO:’ <destination>, ‘FROM:’ <sender>,
‘LOG:’ /* sequence of the types of messages exchanged during
the interaction */
‘CONTENT:’ <content>
‘ANSWER’: <possible answer>

As an example the message
[TO: accountant, FROM: Mr. Beecham, LOG: request.payment,
CONTENT: card_no: xxx exp_date: xxx, ANSWER: more_id]

means that the accountant has received a payment from Mr. Beecham subsequent to a request
for payment. The payment was made by a credit card and Mr. Beecham offers the accountant
the possibility to reply by requesting additional identification elements. ‘request’, ‘payment’
and ‘more_id’ must belong to the Universe of Discourse and the sequence
request.payment.more_id can match a regular expression and trigger one of the rules
defined in the protocol of the accountant.
Formal specification
A production rule is composed of a regular expression, a guard and a block of instructions
giving the different reply possibilities. The regular expressions match the sequence of types
of the messages exchanged ( Log field of the incoming message) and trigger the rules. Guards
are predicates expressed on the contents of the message. The guards provide the means to
distinguish between messages of the same type and with the same history in order to trigger
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different rules. The body of the production rule is formed of a sequence of activities to be
performed. Sending a message (including replying to the incoming message) is considered as
an activity. Different alternatives are separated by the keyword ‘or’. This keyword gives a
freedom of choice for the human manager but its use is restricted for automated managers.
Alternative answers can also be expressed within the message by specifying the type of the
answer accepted in the ‘answer’ field of the message.
It should be easy to include the possibility of deriving commitments or abstracting plans in a
system based on production rules triggered by regular expressions. Interactions based on
abstraction of plans are investigated in feature interaction within intelligent
telecommunication systems [34, 35].
Production rules for the protocol specification
The possible replies a human manager can send to a message are given by the set of
production rules local to the manager. In the following example, we represent the sending of
a message by a tuple [type, content, additional answer] -> destination. The
production rules for the buyer and seller in the haggling protocol shown in Figure 3 are as
follows.
Seller
(1) [propose, price, ] -> buyer
(3) propose.{counter}.counter =>
[reject, reasons, ] -> buyer
or {[accept, , ] - > buyer ; order_delivery }
or [counter, new_price, ] -> buyer,
(4) *.accept => order_delivery;
(5) *.reject =>

Rule (1) specifies that the seller should initiate the interaction by proposing a price.
Rule (3) specifies that after receiving the initial proposal and one or more counteroffers, the seller can reject the last counter-offer by giving reasons, can accept it and
order the delivery of the product or can make a new counter-offer. Rule (4) indicates
that the seller must order delivery if the proposal is accepted and rule (5) indicates no
action if the proposal is rejected.
Buyer
(2) propose.{counter} => [reject, reasons, ] -> seller
or [accept, desired_delivery_date, ] -> seller
or [counter, new_offer, ] -> seller
(6) *.reject =>
(7) *.accept => payment;

Rule (2) specifies that after receiving a proposal and zero or more counter offers, the
buyer can reject giving reasons, accept with a desired delivery date or return a counter
offer with a new price.
The advantage of such a notation is that new rules can be very easily added to change the
alternatives defined by the protocol. Also a rule can be changed without needing to recompile
the whole protocol specification again. For example, rule (8) could be added for the seller to
permit rejection of an offer only after at least two counter offers (assuming reject is not
present in rule (3) :
(8) propose.counter2.{counter} => [reject, reasons, ] -> buyer
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Dynamic aspects
In order to indicate the dynamic features that can be used in this framework we assume that
the seller offers the possibility to the buyer to request additional information about the
offered item. The seller needs to indicate an extension to the universe of discourse which is
accomplished by a counter message with moreinfo as a parameter in the answer field i.e.
the seller now can now respond to a moreinfo message. Rule (9) is derived from rule (3)
to achieve this.
(9) propose.{counter}.counter => [counter, newask, moreinfo] -> buyer
or [reject, reasons, ] -> buyer
or [accept, delivery, ] -> buyer

The rules for the buyer would need to be extended to permit the generation of a moreinfo
request, but this is not shown.
Discussion
Including humans along with automated managers in a management framework introduces
trade-offs between the flexibility and assistance desired by a human manager and the
efficiency aimed at in automation. This is particularly true in the case of interaction
protocols. Classical network interaction protocol specifications such as ESTEREL [36]
assume a deterministic specification and concentrate on the efficiency of the interaction. The
protocol specification is compiled and can be used to generate outline code for an
application. It is assumed that the protocol specification remains unchanged during the
lifetime of the applications. The various alternative answers to a message are all known when
the protocol is specified and the activities are all performed within the application. Specifying
protocols which can change in ESTEREL would mean foreseeing and making provision for
all the possible permitted answers (answer field of the message) and thus expressing choices
which may possibly cover all the Universe of Discourse. Introducing human managers in the
set of interacting agents implies making provision for the human choice although this limits
part of the protocol to human implementation. In order to adapt the protocol to the manager’s
requirements the specification must be flexible enough to allow changes without complete
recompiling, as is possible with the rule based interpretative approach. Finally in order to
assist the human manager, knowledge should be derived from the exchanged messages or
from the history of the protocol i.e. the set of previous messages within the interaction.

5.

Concurrency of Activities within Policies

As mentioned previously there is a need to specify the parallelism and synchronization
between the activities within roles and between roles. There are many well known notations
for specifying concurrency among processes – among them CCS, CSP and Petri-Nets are
widely used. Our aim is not to provide a new calculus system for the specification of
concurrency but rather to provide an easy way of specifying sequences of activities within the
role framework. In this section we propose a graphical notation based on Petri-Nets which
can then be translated into a textual notation.
5.1.

Graphical Concurrency Notation

An activity expression is represented by square box with a transition (circle) preceding and
following representing an event (token). The required concurrency operators are represented
in Fig. 5.
This Petri Net style representation offers the advantage of representing the events as tokens
triggering the different activities, but this does increase the complexity of the representation.
Although Petri Nets style representations are convenient for human usage they really need to
be translated into a textual notation for computer based interpretation.
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a1 ; a2
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a1

a1 || a2
a1 and a2 can be executed concurrently

a2
a1
a1 # a2
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a1

a2

a2

a1 | a2

a1 & a2

the token is given to only one

both tokens are needed for the

transition along the dashed lines

transition along the dashed lines

Figure 5 Petri Net style concurrency representation
5.2.

Textual Concurrency Notation

A role consists of policies which specify activities. We refer to the activity a2 within the
policy P3 of the role “Accountant” by Accountant:P3:a2 . A sequence of activities
separated by semicolons forms a block enclosed in brackets:
{accountant:p2:register_payment ; accountant:p3:issue_check}.

An activity can be followed by a sequence:
R1:p2:act2 {R2:p3:act4 ; R1:p3:act5}.

However the specification of a sequence of activities must also provide ways of expressing
concurrency. We introduce the “|| ” operator for this purpose. A1 || A2 allows the two
activities to be executed concurrently and the execution of the sequence continues when any
of these activities are completed. Alternatives between activities can be expressed with the
“|” operator:
{{accountant:p2:register_payment;accountant:p3:issue_check}|
accountant:p4:delay_payment} accountant:p5:produce_report.

The “&” operator expresses the need for synchronized activities, e.g. {A1 & A2} states that
both A1 and A2 can be executed concurrently but they both have to be completed before the
sequence proceeds. We also permit conditional expressions of the form:
{on (condition) do sequence}

Finally an operator “#” is needed to indicate conflicting activities which must not be executed
concurrently e.g. accountant:p2:update_records # accountant:p3:backup_records.
5.3.

Event based semantics

Policies are triggered by events monitored within the distributed system and we use a
notation called GEM [16] to combine simple events to form composite, more abstract events.
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The semantics of the concurrency notation can be defined in terms of events for the
beginning and end of an activity execution. Events can also be used to express an order
between two sequences of activities. Further, explicit events are declared within a policy
specification in order to trigger the activities. The notation of an activity in a sequence is
therefore extended to permit optional events e.g. [event] activity [event] specified by the
user. All events, other than those explicitly declared by the user, will be automatically
generated by a translator from the concurrency specification. The concurrency operators can
be translated into compound event declarations. In the following examples, ix is an event
indicating start of activity ax and ixf is an event indicating the end of activity ax.
a1i1f ; i2a2 => i2 = i1f
/* The event i1f marking the end of a1 is assigned to i2 for
the start of a2. If a1 is explicitly triggered by an event e2
then i2 >= i1 (i2 must occur after i1) and i2 = i1f & e2*/
i1f{i2 a2 i2f & e3 a3 i3f} i4 =>
i2 = i1f, i3 = i1f & e3, i4 = i2f & i3f
/* The event i2 triggering a2 is given by i1f. The event
triggering a3 is i3 = i1f & e3 (e3 is declared by the user).
The event finishing the sequence is i4 = i2f & i3f. */

The sequence a1{a2 & [e3] a3} a4 is translated into i2 = i1f, i3 = e3 & i1f, i4 = i2f & i3f.
This semantics based on events is consistent with the other tools used in this framework. The
events used in the monitoring system are also used to trigger policies and the receipt of a
message during an interaction also generates an event. It is therefore possible to inter-relate
the policy triggering mechanism with the interactions and the specifications of sequences of
activities. For example an activity a1 can be performed only if another activity a2 has
finished and an event message is received allowing a1 to continue.

6.

Conflicts

In this section, we briefly discuss the conflicts which may occur between the policies and the
possible conflict detection mechanisms. Policies reference managers and managed objects
as sets within domains. Preventing these sets from overlapping is not practical nor desirable.
A classification of the conflicts based on the overlapping sets of managers, activities and
managed objects is presented in [37]. We will discuss here two types of conflicts, namely
modality and application specific conflicts.
6.1.

Types of Conflicts

Modality conflicts occur if there is both a positive and negative authorization or obligation
policy with overlap of subjects, targets and activities (see Fig. 6). Work in this area, restricted
to the authorization policies, can be found in [38]. Our conflict detection mechanism
distinguishes between potential conflicts which are detected by analyzing the overlaps
between the domain scope expressions and real conflicts needing precedence relationships
based on domain nesting or priorities in order to resolve the conflict. There is a need to be
able to include objects in multiple domains and to specify multiple policies for a domain so it
is not possible to prevent conflicts. The aim of the conflict detection mechanism is then to
find all the real conflicts among the potential ones. There are various criteria for establishing
the precedence between conflicting policies, among them priorities, distance [39], and
nesting [38]. We have experimented with domain nesting to establish both an idea of distance
between the policy and the objects to which it is applied, and of priorities. In Fig. 7 the
positive authorization takes precedence over the negative since it refers to “inner” domains
e.g. the system administrator is authorized to change the system files although users generally
are forbidden.
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Application specific conflicts cannot be determined by examining overlaps or policy
modalities. For example the same manager is not permitted to both enter a payment and sign
the check for the payment. We specify these conflicts using meta policies (i.e. policies about
policies) in the form of a logical predicate over the managers, activities and managed
objects sets expressed in the policies. The predicate is a normal form containing membership
operations on these sets. This type of expression can be written or translated in a logic based
programming language such as Prolog which we used to specify the meta policies to detect
the conflicts from [37]. For example, the above conflict can be specified as:
any(P1,P2) belonging (policy_scope_expression)
false <- intersect (P1.managers, P2.managers)
&& belongs(‘enter’, P1.activities)
&& belongs(‘sign’, P2.activities)
&& belongs(‘check’, P2.targets)
&& belongs(‘payment’, P1.targets)

6.2.

The scope of Conflict Detection

Conflict checking must ensure that the related parts do not have conflicting obligations and
that there is a corresponding authorization policy permitting the actions specified within an
obligation policy. Role definition and implementation cannot be centralized in a large system,
so the cost of conflict checking in terms of computation can be very high. A single role is
centralized and so can be checked comparatively easily. This will ensure that all the activities
assigned to the managers sharing the position can be performed. The explicit specification of
relationships between roles identifies the distributed roles which must also be checked for
inter-role conflicts and so provides some bounds on the problems of scale.

7.

Example: Multimedia Purchasing Franchise

We consider the relationships between the customers (users), a software retailer
(Presentation_AG) and its subcontractors. The Presentation_AG allows customers to
purchase products from subcontractors in a multimedia session. The users can purchase the
products and pay the retailer for the products purchased. The retailer has a sales manager
responsible for the sale of the subcontractor products to the users and a security manager
responsible for the authentication of users.
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Figure 8 Connection to the Presentation agent
This example outlines the relationship between the user role and the security manager role
(Fig. 8). This relationship governs their behavior when interacting with one another for
establishing a connection between the users and the Presentation_AG agent. Policies relating
to each role’s obligations and authorizations describe their responsibilities while the
interaction protocol specifies the order of the exchanged messages. The policies are:
p_access_1 A+ users/NAP2/England + users/PA3/England
{ connect_to() } Presentation_AG ;
p_access_2 A- u:BlackList_users { connect_to() } Presentation_AG ;
p_access_3 O+ security_manager {
/* permanent address should not be used to deny access */
} u:Users
when u.type == corporate ;
p_access_4 A+ security_manager { suspend() } user_connection;
p_access_5 O+ on connection_request security_manager
{/* authenticate */} u:users ;
p_access_6 O+ on fraudulent_connection_attempt security_manager {
enter(action) } security_log ;

These policies specify that users accessing the service from England and users with a
permanent address in England are authorized to connect. Users on the Black List are not
authorized to connect. These two policies can create a conflict if a user belongs to both the
domains users/NAP/England and BlackList_users. This modality conflicts can be
detected by domain overlap and automatically solved by giving precedence to the denial of
access. The policies also specify that the security manager is authorized to suspend a
connection and any fraudulent connection attempt will be logged. The security manager has
to authenticate the user and corporate users should not be denied access when located at their
permanent address. The interaction protocol is given by the following production rules:

2Network Access Point
3Permanent Address
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User
[connect, ,]

-> security manager

connect.request :: request = authentication =>
[send, (client_no, PIN), ] -> security manager
/* if the request regards the authentication the user sends its
client number and its PIN */

Security Manager
connect

=> [request, (client_no, PIN) , ] -> user

connect.request.id :: content = client_no, PIN
&& (member(client_no,corporate users)
|| member(From, authorized NAP) || client_no = anonymous)
=> valid = check(client_no, PIN);
if (valid)
[authorization, authorization_Id , ] -> user
or [denial , reasons, ] -> user
/* the security manager can still deny access for
other reasons */
else {
event(fraudulent_connection_attempt);
enter(action, security_log);
}
/* The restrictions on the access are implemented within the
interaction protocol. The guard implements the criteria on which the
authorization to connect is issued.*/

This example also outlines the connection between the policies and the interaction protocols.
Policy p_access_5 is implemented by the interaction protocol since it specifies the
authentication of the user. The receipt of a message constitutes an event which can trigger a
policy – the security manager has to authenticate the user on receipt of a connection request.
Finally the sequence of activities in the related roles is given by:
user:request_connection ; security_manager:authenticate_user ;
[fraudulent_connection_attempt] security_manager:enter(action,log)

This example also outlines the need to include a concurrency specification within the formal
description of the relationship.

8. Conclusions and Further Work
Tools for specifying policies and maintaining the refinement hierarchy have been
implemented [17] together with the domain service to support this. We have experimented
with implementing conflict detection for a set of policies although further work is required on
this. We still have to provide tools to support the proposed notation for specifying
interactions and concurrency and integrate this within an object oriented role specification
framework
There is increasing interest in role based access control and our concepts of roles and
authorization policy can be used for specifying this. Our framework could also be used for
organizational analysis to explicitly specify and analyze roles within organizations. There is
a need for this sort of framework for managing intelligent networks – for example a virtual
private network would have three overlapping domains corresponding to the network
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provider, service provider and customer [40, 41] with at least one (and probably more)
manager roles relating to each domain.
The key concepts identified in our role framework are a role as a set of policies relating to a
particular manager position and the notation to specify policies. This was extended to
include role interactions and concurrency as part of the inter-role relationship specification.
The framework must cater for a variety of role relationships. In particular, the formalism
defined has to offer the flexibility required for human managers and good support for office
automation. Tools are also needed to analyze the policies within and between related roles for
conflicts and inconsistencies.
One of the problems we have identified arises when a human manager is assigned to multiple
roles so the URD representing the manager is included in multiple domains. All the role
policies propagate to the manager and it is not possible for the manager to have sessions in
which some of the roles are enabled and others are disabled. We are investigating a solution
in which the URD is not included in the position domain, but instead a manager agent is
included in the position domain and a session is set up between the object adapter in the
manager’s URD and the agent in the position domain. It would then make it easier for the
manager’s object adapter to distinguish between sessions corresponding to particular roles
e.g. by mapping a session to a particular window on the manager’s terminal.
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